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  All satin stitch designs should be done step by step, from
the first to the last stitch. Inner parts of  flowers, leafs and
many other designs requie special technique that we call inside
satin stitch. Unlike border stitch it requires two needle moves.

 Have a look at steps required to stitch flower’s petal. The
first picture shows outline stitch, and following pictures 2-6
show progressive step by step filling of the petal with inner
stitches.

pic.1 pic.2 pic.3

pic.4 pic.5 pic.6

   As soon as you master inner stitch you will
be able to stitch all our designs regardless of
their complexity!
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 The flowers design that
you can see on the atlas top
was created using satin stitch.
Inside stitches allowed to
create natural flower look and
feel.
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 Inside stitches in the following
stylish design helped to achieve
smooth colour changes. Despite being
artificial the flower looks alive and
volumetric.

ExampleExampleExampleExampleExample

ExampleExampleExampleExampleExample
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So how can you create smooth colour changes?
The beauty of satin stitch is hidden in ability to achieve

smooth colour changes that make designs look alive. Border stitch
is too edgy for this purpose, however inside stitch fits this task of
“filling with paint” perfectly.

Have a look how 8 colors can be put on one design.
The picture on the left shows real life size and picture on the

right shows the same design but with 5 fold magnification.
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Inside stitch is done using two moves. The first
move is to have needly piercing fabric vertically as
indicated by point 1 on the picture.

Following first move the needle goes
down vertically as shown on point 2,
and thats it — the first stitch is done!

Length of the stitch can be anything from 0.6
sm (0.2'’) to 2 sm (0.8'’).

  In order to do next stitch you will need to
pierce fabric with needly from bottom to appear
in top point 3. As you can this point is not far
from previous point 2. This is what makes inside
stitch to have all stitches close to each other.

 The needle enters fabric again vertically at point 4,
which completes second stitch. As you can see point 4
is near point 1, so all you need to do now is to con-
tinue stitching from step 1 to 4!

1 step1 step1 step1 step1 step 2 step2 step2 step2 step2 step

3 step3 step3 step3 step3 step 4step4step4step4step4step
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 A few lines of inside stitch are
shown on the picture. Inside stitches
can have different length.
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  On the scheme you can see points at which
the needle pierces fabric. After some practice you
will learn how to use inside stitch in away that
covers the base fabric.

On our website at www.anna-craft.com you can buy detailed step by step
designs with magnified colour pictures showing finished design.Discover new
world of satin stitch art to yourself at www.anna-craft.com!

Have a look at how to do design with complexity level 2 (intermediate)
On the pictures you can see all steps necessary to stitch a great looking flower.
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   Ann-Mary is the name of group created by  Anna Chudnovsky and Maria Terekhina,
two professionals to help people in developing their capabilities, to support them to grow their
personalities and live healthy, happy and free life. 

   Anna: Painting and Arts - this is my nature, my breathing. I use it for many purposes, from
illustrating my books to making pictures for my management lectures. I use classic techniques
and also invent new ways using new materials, new methods and developing new techniques.

   Maria: Painting - international language that I use to express ideas, forms and feelings
when spoken languages are not enough.

   Design clothes - is the possibility to share our ideas with other people. Our collections you
can find on our website at www.ann-mary.com


